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1.  

Dynamically-imposed complementary 
distribution: 

Static/lexical complementary distribution: 

-a consequence of dynamically-imposed 
phonotactic constraints as morphemes combine 

-involves allophonic/allomorphic alternation 

-a consequence of static/lexical phonotactic 
constraints within morphemes 
-no alternations are involved 

 
• Due to the distinct properties of dynamic versus static complementary distribution—imposed 

by dynamic versus static phonotactic constraints—one might predict that the sounds engaged 
in these two sorts of relationships possess distinct phonological properties.  

 
• Prosodic morphological processes such as truncation and reduplication provide a unique 

testing ground for this prediction. 
 
• Dynamically-imposed phonotactics should induce alternations even upon truncation or 

reduplication, provided the relevant phonotactic context is present 
 
• Lexically static phonotactic patterns should remain non-alternating in these contexts, even if 

lexical phonotactic regularities come to be “violated” in the derived form. 
 
1.  

a. Standard approach: b. Present approach: 
Static complementary 

distribution: 
 

Dynamically-imposed 
complementary 

distribution: 

Static complementary 
distribution: 

 

Dynamically-imposed 
complementary 

distribution: 
Under-, over-, or regular application is 

determined by rule ordering, or constraints 
ranking 

No alternations are 
induced (identity is 

maintained) 

Alternations are 
induced (identity is 

lost) 
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New York Truncation 
 
1. é  é̄W& / __ C]σ (where C= voiced obstruents, voiceless fricatives, anterior nasals) (Benua 

1995) 
 

1. New York alternations (sic): 
 a. manage [}ménWd5S]  b. man  [}mé̄W&n] 
  Janice  [}d5Sénçs]   plan  [}pl5é̄W&n] 
  cafeteria [}khéfW}thiÖiW]   laugh  [}lé̄W&f] 
  cannibal [}khénWbl%1]   mandible [}mé̄W&ndWbl%1] 
  planet  [}pl5énç?]   plan it  [}pl5é̄W&nç?] 
 
2. Constraints: 
 a. é-TENSING: *éC]σ (where C= voiced obstruents, voiceless fricatives, anterior nasals) 
 b. *TENSE-low: "no tense low vowels"  
 c. IDENT-IO[tense] 
 
 Ranking: é-TENSING >> *TENSE-low, IDENT-IO[tense] 

Input: /plén/x or /plé̄W&n/y é-TENSING *TENSE-low IDENT-IO[tense]
a. [}pl5én] *!  *y 

b. [}pl5é̄W&n]  * *x 
 
3. New York non-alternations: 
 Janice  [}d5Sénçs]  Jan-  [}d5Sén]  (*[}tSé̄W&n)) 
 cafeteria  []khéfW}thiÖiW]  caf-  [}khéf]  (*[}khé̄W&f)) 
 Massachusetts []mésW}tShusIts] Mass-  [}més]  (*[}mé̄W&s))  
 
• Base-truncatum (BT) identity constraints, which demand identity between a base form and its 

truncatum.  
 
4. BT-Identity >> é-TENSING >> *TENSE-low >> IO-Faith 

Base: [}d5Sénçs] IDENT-BT é-TENSING, etc. 
a.  [}d5Sén]  * 

b. [}d5Sé̄W&n] *!  
 
• The correct generalization regarding the distribution of [é] and [é̄W&] in New York is that the 

two never alternate with each other. Instead, the relationship between [é] and [é̄W&] may be 
characterized as one of static complementary distribution in underived contexts 
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5. Derived contrasts: 
 contrasts with 

banner [}b5énÖ1] 
(pennant) 

banner (ban+er) [}b5é̄W&nÖ1] 
(one who bans) 

adder  [}édÖ1] 
(species of snake) 

adder (add+er) [}é̄W&dÖ1] 
(one who adds) 

have [}hév5] 
 

halve [}hé̄W&v5] 
(denominal of ‘half’) 

Harry [}héÖi] 
truncates to 
Har- [}héÖ] 

hairy [}hé̄W&Öi] 
 

hair [}hé̄W&Ö] 

camera [}khémÖW] 
truncates to 

(steady-) cam [}khém] 

Camden [}khé̄W&mdn1] 
 

cam (-engine) [}khé̄W&m] 

Larry [}léÖi] 
truncates to 
Lar- [}léÖ] 

 
 

lair [}lé̄W&Ö] 

Janice  
truncates to 
Jan- [}d5Sén] 

Janny [}d5Sé̄W&ni] (from “Jan”) 
 

Jan (full name) [}d5Sé̄W&n] 

Cabbott [}khébWt] 
truncates to 

Cab- (Calloway) [}khéb5] 

cabbie [}khé̄W&bi] 
 

cab [}khé̄W&b5] 

Marilyn [}méÖWlWn] 
truncates to 
Mar- [}méÖ] 

Mary [}mé̄W&Öi] 
truncates to 

Mar- [}mé̄W&Ö] 
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6. Simplified account of the emerging split: 

ban [}b5é:n] 
a single vowel quality is 

lexically present, with a length 
difference 

bat [}bé?t] 

                                              
 [é] moves toward [é̄W&] before 

tautosyllabic voiced 
obstruents, voiceless 

fricatives, and anterior nasals, 
[é] elsewhere: 

 

                                              

ban [}b5é̄W&n] 
this is moving towards a 
lexical complementary 

distribution 
 bat [}b5é?t] 

                                              
 [é] and [é̄W&] contrast 

in morphologically derived 
contexts, including suffixation 

and truncation: 

 

                                              

ban + er [}b5é̄W&nÖ1] the stage is set for 
a lexical split banner [}b5énÖ1] 

                                              
 lexical contrasts emerge  
                                              

Mary [}mé̄W&Öi] the split begins marry [}méÖi] 
 
• There is no active relationship between the two vowels; there are no actively imposed 

phonotactic constraints by which alternations arise as a consequence of morphological 
derivation, truncatory or otherwise. 

 
• In fact, non-identity upon truncation is the obvious and well-attested result when the relevant 

phonological relationship is dynamic. 
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7.  
 allophonically alternates with we don’t see because X~Y 

is phonologically active 

Patricia [phW}tSÖ5çSW] Pat- [}phé?] 
*[}phéth] 
*[}phWth] 
*[}phW?] 

th ~ ? 
citation [£saj}thejSn1]- cite [}saj?] 

W ~ é 

schema [}skimW] - schematic [skW}mé\ç?k] 
grammar [}kÖémÖ1] – [kÖW}mé\çkl%1] 

Cabbott [}khébWt] Cab- [}khéb5] *[}khéb] b ~ b5 
clubbing [}kl5UbçN] - club [}kl5Ub5] 

Melanie [}mElWni] 
Philip [}fçlWp] 

Mel- [}mEl%] 
Phil- [}fçl%] 

*[}mEl] 
*[}fçl] 

l ~ l% 
falling [}fOliN] - fall [}fOl%] 

 
8. a. 

Janice [}d5Sénçs] 
+ truncation 

D-PHONO S-PHONO 
*[é] ~ [é̄W&] 

[}d5Sén]   
[}d5Sé̄W&n]  * 

 b. 
Philip [}fçlWp]  
+ truncation 

D-PHONO 
[lV] ~ [Vl%] 

S-PHONO 

[}fçl%]   
[}fçl] *  
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Akan Reduplication 
(Schachter and Fromkin 1968, McCarthy and Prince 1995) 

 
9. /kE/  [tÅE]  divide 
 /gE/   [dJE]  receive 
 /wi/  [úi]  nibble 
 /hç/   [Êç]  border 
• Marantz (1982): there are no cases in Akan of velar-palatal alternation. 
  
• Akan has a process of partial reduplication in which a root-initial syllable is copied with 

prespecified vowel height. 
  
1. [si–si?] stand   [bu–bu(?)] bend 
 [fç–fç?] vomit   [sï–sï(?)] carry on the head 
 [si–se?] say   [su–so?] seize 
 [sç–sE?] resemble  [sï–sO?] light 
 
• The lexical distributional generalization is “violated” in just this instance: upon reduplication, 

velars (and [h]) are free to precede the front vowel. 
 
2. [ki–ka?] bite  (*[tÅi–ka?]) 
 [hç-haw?] trouble  (*[Åç-haw?]) 
 
• Note especially that it is exactly due to this lack of alternation that over-application is not 

found here (*[tÊi–tÊa?], *[Êç-Êaw?]). 
 
• Identity per se does not seem to be the driving force behind the maintenance of velars in 

reduplicants, but instead, it is the static nature of the phonotactic itself. 
 
0.  

 [ka?] base for “bite” D-PHONO S-PHONO 
*[k] ~ [tÊ] 

[ki–ka?]   
[tÅi–ka?]  * 
[tÅi–tÅa?]  ** 
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Madurese Reduplication 
(Stevens 1968, McCarthy and Prince 1995) 

 
0. Nasalization and Reduplication in Madurese 
  /neat/   [j$a$t-ne$j$a$t]  intentions 
  /moa/   [w$a$-mo$w$a$]  faces 
  /maen–an/  [e$n-ma$(?)e$n-a$n] toys 
  /N-soon/  [O$n-nO$?O$n]  request (verb) 

cf. /soon/   [On-sO?On]  request (noun) 
 
• Upon reduplication in Madurese, nasal vowels find themselves in a context in which they are 

otherwise never found, either morpheme-internally or upon derivation, that is, without a 
preceding nasal stop. Since there are no alternations in this context, such vowels copy from 
the base, and no actively imposed phonotactic constraint exists to alter them. To fully clarify, 
upon copy of the final syllable, nasality finds itself present word-initially, without a 
preceding nasal stop. As copied nasality (and only copied nasality, but not other nasalized 
vocoids) finds itself in a context where there are never alternations triggered by leftward 
nasals which induce its presence or absence, there is no reason for alternation to be induced 
here. 

 
1.  

Nasality on this morpheme engages in 
alternation, due to the presence or absence of 

leftward nasality 
[sO?On] - [n+O$?O$n]  

Nasality on this morpheme in not sensitive to 
the presence or absence of leftward nasality; it 

is nasalized in either case 
[O$n+nO$?O$n] 

 
2.  

base: [ne$j$a$t] D-PHONO S-PHONO 
*[(non-nasals)…V$] ~ [(non-nasals)…V] 

[j$a$t-ne$j$a$t]   
[jat-ne$j$a$t]  * 
[jat-ne$jat]  ** 
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Malay Reduplication 
(Onn 1976, repeated in McCarthy and Prince 1995) 

 
3. hamW$  h$a$mW$-h$a$mW$  ‘germ/germs’ 
 waNi$  w$a$Ni$-w$a$Ni$  ‘fragrant/(intensified)’ 
 aNa$n  a$Na$n-a$Na$n  ‘reverie/ambition’ 
 aNe$n  a$Ne$n-a$Ne$n  ‘wind/unconfirmed news’ 
 
4. i. base:  waNi$ 

 ii. copy:  waNi$-waNi$ 

 iii. spread:  waNi$-w$a$Ni$ 

 iv. copy:  w$a$Ni$-w$a$Ni$ 
 
• In the non-serial approach of optimality theory, once again, overapplication is subsumed 

under the high ranking of the BR identity constraint, in conjunction with various phonotactic 
and faithfulness constraints on the distribution of nasality. 

 
1.  

/waNi – RED/ IDENT-BR(nas) *NVoral *Vnas IDENT-IO(nas) 

a.    w$a$Ni$-w$a$Ni$   ****** *** 

b.      waNi$-waNi$  * ! ** * 
c.      waNi$-w$a$Ni$    ** !   **** * 

 
• But there is no principled optimality-theoretic reason why underapplication (*[waNi$-waNi$]) is 

not found, nor for that matter, is there a principled reason why BR identity should be active 
at all here (*[waNi$-w$a$Ni$]). 

 
1.   

early form: nasality spreads rightward: the pattern conforms with 
other reduplicated forms: 

**[waNi$-waNi$] *[waNi$-wa$Ni$] [w$a$Ni$-w$a$Ni$] 
        
1.  

base: [waNi$] D-PHONO 
*[NV] 

S-PHONO 
*[(non-nasals)…V$] ~ [(non-nasals)…V] 

[w$a$Ni$-w$a$Ni$]   
[waNi$-w$a$Ni$]  * 
[waNi$-waNi$] * * 
[w$a$Ni$-waNi$] *  
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Other patterns, other explanations 
 

Japanese Reduplication (Kim 1999) 
 

• Mimetic reduplication does not engage in elsewhere-attested [g] - [N] alternation. 
 
1. ga\a-ga\a ‘rattle’  (*ga\a-Na\a) 
 geji-geji ‘centipede’ (*geji-Neki) 
 ge\a-ge\a ‘laughing’ (*ge\a-Ne\a) 
 
• Alternation is found in bound forms: 
 
2. stem + derivative suffix: sam-Naru        verb. to be cold 
 inflexives:   tomodatSi-Na    friend-NOM 
 stem + bound stem: doku-Na  poison fang 
 
• No alternation is found in free forms. 
 
3. derivative prefix +stem: o-geNki   healthy 
     fu-gjoojoo  misconduct 
     fu-gjoogi  bad manners 
     fu-gookaku  disqualification 
 stem + free stem:  kootoo-gakkoo    high school 
      nip:on-giNkoo      Bank of Japan 
     sin-gidJuku   new technology 

 
• Kim further reports, pace Murasugi (1988), that mimetic reduplication does not consist of 

two independent words, as the components cannot stand freely. Therefore, we should expect 
alternation to take place here. However, Kim further finds that the alternation is found at 
weaker morpheme boundaries, but not at stronger morpheme boundaries. 

 
4. weaker boundaries: ge-Ne      lowest 
     ga-Na    rugged 
 stronger boundaries: guu-guu  snoring 
     goo-goo  strong windy sound 
     gatsu-gatsu  starving 
 
• Kim concludes that identity here is a consequence of the strong boundary between copy 

and base, and has nothing to do with BR identity. 
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Southern Paiute Reduplication 
(Gurevich 1999, 2000) 

 
• In Southern Paiute word initial [w] is realized as [Nw] intervocalically if it finds itself in such 

an environment upon morphological concatenation (data [and transcriptions] are from Sapir 
1930). 

 
1. Southern Paiute [w] ~ [Nw] Alternations: 
 wa’aNi ti<}Nwa’aNi to shout/to give a good shout 
 waix&a- n›a<}v›Nwaix&ap<ç to have a council/council (of chiefs) 
 
• However, if [w] ends up in intervocalic position due to reduplication, it does not alternate 

with [Nw]. 
 
2. Southern Paiute Reduplication 
 waVi-  wawa}x<çpi#Va' several enter/all entered 
 wi#n<nai- wi#wi#}n"nai- to throw/several throw down 
 wi#*n›-  wi#wi#n"ni#q<u- to stand/to stand (iterative) 
 
• McCarthy and Prince (1995) argue that [w]’s alternation with [Nw] is blocked here in order to 

maintain base-reduplicant identity. However, Gurevich notes that upon reduplication, such 
[w]s are geminated, and thus are not strictly intervocalic: VwwV. Since the are not in the 
proper context for alternation, Gurevich shows that the alternation is not blocked here, but 
simply that it is never triggered here; BR identity thus has no bearing on the issue. 

 
• McCarthy and Prince provide one form that seems to back-copy derived nasality. 
 
3. wi*#n›- ya- Nw›}- Nwi*#n›x&a'  ‘to stand/while standing and holding’ 
 
• Here, the copied consonant finds itself in intervocalic position, and thus appears as [Nw]. 

Now, in order to maintain BR identity, the base itself appears with [Nw], and thus nasality 
seems to copy back to the stem. However, Gurevich reports that the form in question is not 
reduplicative in nature, but instead is a compound of two distinct roots. 

 
4. yaNwç + wi*#n›  ‘to carry’ + ‘to stand’ 
 
• As root-initial [w] finds itself in intervocalic position upon compounding, the phonotactic 

condition induces the expected alternation. Since the form is a simple compound of distinct 
morphemes, BR identity plays no role whatsoever in its patterning. 

 
• In sum, Gurevich shows that there remains no evidence at all in favor of BR identity 

constraints in Southern Paiute reduplication.  
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Conclusion 
• Data from patterns of truncation and reduplication suggest that an approach to phonology 

which recognizes the distinction between static phonotactics and dynamically-imposed 
phonotactics is able to, in essence, explain away certain problems that remain ill-understood 
within the purview of standard structuralist and generative theories. Thus, in standard 
approaches, whether regular-, over- or under-application is found in any given reduplication 
or truncation process cannot be predicted; any of these strategies might be observed, with BR 
or BT identity constraints being higher-ranked only when identity is indeed observed, and 
lower-ranked in cases of non-identity. Instead, upon recognizing the dynamic versus static 
relations among sounds, and incorporating internal reconstructive hypotheses which these 
morphological processes suggest, a theory of reduplication and truncation is more accurately 
constrained, more accurately predictive, and more readily testable.  
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